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Who the fuck posted this on couchsurfing?
November 9, 2014 | 151 upvotes | by InscrutablePUA

Subject: Red Pill Men in the NYC?
"What is life in nyc like? Is it as bad as it seems in terms of entitlement, white knighting etc or is nyc
different from the rest of the US?
I have no idea and would really like to get a breakdown from a local who knows whats up. They are rare
but they do exist on couchsurfing.
Take care!"
To the guy who posted this (not posting the name), if you see this, stop discussing TRP in non-
manosphere spaces, especially sites where your real name and picture are shown. Not only could it result
in blacklisting within the decidedly non-RP couchsurfing community, but you also won't get any real
answers as you can see from the 5 responses you've got.
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Comments

FrenchMaybe • 75 points • 9 November, 2014 05:32 PM* 

What an idiot...

I would just like to add, after living a few years in Manhattan, that women there are entitled. I mean, they're
surrounded by successful bankers, businessmen and foreigners. In NYC a 4/10 girl is meeting high SMV dudes.

EDIT: durr NYC is high density, you get rejected just walk outside and you have options.

4_YRT • 33 points • 9 November, 2014 05:39 PM 

In NYC, the whole SMV dynamics are different because it's basically the King's Court of the United States.
She might be a 4/10, but her father might be the manager of a billion dollar hedge fund and she might have
more connections than a spider web. If you're a man looking to become a Master of the Universe, she might
be a 10/10.

IllimitableMan • 14 points • 9 November, 2014 08:16 PM 

more connections than a spider web

I'm gonna have to steal that. Great post.

dan_legend • -9 points • 10 November, 2014 01:03 AM 

King's Court of the United States

You mean King's Court of the World right?

4_YRT • 17 points • 10 November, 2014 01:16 AM 

the King's Court of the world is Monte Carlo.

celanyc[�] • 45 points • 9 November, 2014 05:38 PM 

I disagree. SF is what you describe: 4/10 girls surrounded by rich betas making them feel entitled and act like
10/10. NYC is actually very densely packed so the actual 10/10's keep high SMV and alpha guys occupied as
well as keeping the competition busy. Rejected in NYC? Just turn around and meet someone else. Not the
same in SF.

Seatle_Slush • 5 points • 9 November, 2014 09:56 PM 

Seconded! The demographics in NYC are sooo far in men's favor it's rediculous.

Beyond living in a southern college town I can't imagine any other place I'd rather be to slay poon.

[deleted] • -3 points • 10 November, 2014 02:54 AM 

Unless you're black... Which is what I got from reading the posts about minorities on TRP.

ibuprofiend • 23 points • 9 November, 2014 07:01 PM 

SF must be worse... at least in NYC the rich dudes are alpha businessmen instead of computer nerds

whatsazipper • 10 points • 9 November, 2014 08:25 PM 

Hahah, looks like you hit a nerve :)
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ibuprofiend • 17 points • 9 November, 2014 09:00 PM* 

Lol yeah I'm not sure why I'm getting downvoted. We all agree that one of the biggest problems is
how betas allow themselves to be used by women instead of standing up for themselves and
traditional values, and I'd guess that's exactly what the average Silicon Valley startup guy does.
You can given a beta a million dollars for inventing a phone app, but that's not going to
deprogram decades of feminist indoctrination. They're just extreme beta bucks.

Also note that a lot of these people are whiteknights, SJWS, and other "progressives." They're
naively idealistic in the worst way, and them getting money and social influence is not a good
thing for our civilization.

fiat_lux_ • 2 points • 10 November, 2014 11:35 PM 

It's worth noting that NYC has a significantly higher female-to-male ratio in the active young
dating scene. It contrasts highly with the SF Bay Area.

Icecoffee965 • 3 points • 10 November, 2014 02:41 AM 

I can guarantee you there are several thousand TRP subscribers who are truly betas.... they
expect sex to come to them, they're not approachable, etc.

[deleted] • 3 points • 10 November, 2014 06:00 AM 

Yeah I am a "truly" beta man. We can argue about how much that is due to upbringing,
but maybe I am confused what this community is about?

What the fuck are you adding to the discussion? Are we hear to circle jerk about being
Alpha or are we hear to help our fellow man get laid?

[deleted] 10 November, 2014 06:34 AM 

[permanently deleted]

MacBadoo • 1 point • 10 November, 2014 09:21 AM 

You are not seriously implying that being an Alfa is someone who does not expect
sex to just come to a silver platter and not being borderline antisocial, are you?
Or is this a Brave New World rating with Beta Minus, Beta Plus, Alpha Minus,
Alpha Plus?

[deleted] • 2 points • 10 November, 2014 11:52 AM 

Just look at Zuckerberg and his ugly ass gnome wife. Dude coulda got a model
to give his money away to and not even have to marry her.

Icecoffee965 • 1 point • 10 November, 2014 02:53 PM 

Oh certainly. There is one AlphaStemKing whose alphaness and muscles
permeate every corner of the universe.

fiat_lux_ • 1 point • 10 November, 2014 11:39 PM 

It's very stereotypical. Most women do not have an interest in computer tech shit. NYC has a lot more
to offer to women if you can look past the competitive dating market over there for them.

Most of Silicon Valley (at least where the wealthier people are) is "nice" (low crime rate, good
schools, etc), but it's can be boring for people who aren't interested in startups or technology. Also,
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the sense of fashion here is atrocious, and no one cares. My boss's boss comes to work in torn jeans
and sometimes even PJs.

[deleted] • -6 points • 9 November, 2014 11:46 PM 

MMmm sometimes. There are nerds in SF that can beat any of those "alpha businessmen" in a fight.
They are just completely different environments ... even in the south, in small towns, one can see 4/10
girls act entitled because of the golden vagina syndrome.

FrenchMaybe • 2 points • 9 November, 2014 06:22 PM 

Well obviously NYC is high density, I wasn't saying it's a problem to meet women - they're everywhere.
I've never been to SF so I wouldn't know

qwerty622 • 1 point • 10 November, 2014 03:10 AM 

i had an outstanding experience when i was at a client site there. so many girls who are 8/10's are
desperate for relationships and the bankers won't give them the time of day. the guy: girl ration is 5:6 or
something like that. one of the best spreads in the US.

whatsazipper • 25 points • 9 November, 2014 06:08 PM 

NYC is easy mode. Ton of women, plenty of non-competition (feminized men, gays), culture of 'hooking
up'/casual sex.

Captain_Self_Promotr • 11 points • 9 November, 2014 07:01 PM 

It's easy mode if you're not a stickler for quality.

qwerty622 • 3 points • 10 November, 2014 03:11 AM 

the quality you'll get in NYC is better than the quality you'll get elsewhere.

Captain_Self_Promotr • 3 points • 10 November, 2014 06:38 PM 

I don't know who downvoted you but after thinking about it you're probabky right. I want to
amend my statement by saying "it's never easy if you're a stickler for quality".

squidiron • 2 points • 10 November, 2014 01:49 AM 

I've lived in NYC for the past 4 years (since graduating college). Despite the number of things going for
men (ratio, vanity, 'liberated' women mindset, hookup culture), I've found getting quality women to be
very difficult. I think it's because even though the ratio is in men's favor, any given woman still has way
more suitors / attention than she'd have in another city - there are simply too many people. It's exhausting
to keep up.

I may have to move to SF so I'm hoping being a big fish in a little pond will help...

edit: formatting

kranos33 • 3 points • 10 November, 2014 09:18 PM 

is. And of course there are the bond traders or indie rock stars your own age that hit the jackpot
early to compete with as well. Being in your early 20's in NYC without a trust fund means

If you want to date 8+, then you are going to have major challenges. It doesn't matter if you are
smart/funny, you still don't have the resources that somebody on their late 20s early 30s does.
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But, just getting laid with a 5-7 range, is super easy in NYC. Have fun with that, meanwhile build
your career, body, looks, hobbies, etc... raise your SMV, so when you reach late 20s early 30s, you
are the one dating the 8+ es.

For now, think it is as practice with the 6's and 7's, before the big game leagues that come later. Let
me tell you, once you get in the 9+ category, you probably competing with multimillionaires, and
super successful people.

No, you don't have to be a millionaire to date a 9+, but you have to have a good income ( 150K job is
minimum in NYC), be good looking, smart, well groomed, and all that. You have to be the
"poolboy", rather than the sugar daddy. In nyc, making 150k, is just a ticked to poolboy level for the
9+s.

Your time will come, for now just keep practicing.

HS-Thompson • 3 points • 10 November, 2014 01:28 PM 

You're young, which probably puts you near the bottom of the food chain. Women in their early 20s
can date guys in their 30s who have NYC life well figured out and know how to live and thrive in this
city, already have good jobs or run companies, have weekend houses, etc. Guys like me that is. And
of course there are the bond traders or indie rock stars your own age that hit the jackpot early to
compete with as well. Being in your early 20's in NYC without a trust fund means you're going to
face some challenges. Keep your game tight and stick around you'll do fine, it's the greatest city in the
world.

[deleted] • 11 points • 9 November, 2014 07:33 PM 

Lol Boscop you idiot

[deleted] • 2 points • 10 November, 2014 02:56 AM 

Can someone fill me in on this boscop thing?

[deleted] • 3 points • 10 November, 2014 03:35 AM 

nvm I thought it was someone I know.

[deleted] • 28 points • 9 November, 2014 08:19 PM 

Probably a neckbeard who uses the RedPill Identity as some sort of a persona.

BRENDORVEGAS • 9 points • 10 November, 2014 04:07 AM 

Some men fail to realize that it's a tool, not a lifestyle.

[deleted] • -1 points • 10 November, 2014 12:11 PM 

I think it is a lifestyle, that's why the RP teachings work on so many subjects.

[deleted] 9 November, 2014 07:31 PM 

[permanently deleted]

Glenbert • 12 points • 9 November, 2014 07:55 PM 

I've seen a lot more Spergs publicly mentioning RP stuff lately. I can see why they'd like this sub though. I
don't mean that in a bad way either. It provides them with tools to decode things that are invisible to them.
But they tend not to get that you are supposed to use these tools covertly.
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IllimitableMan • 11 points • 9 November, 2014 08:18 PM* 

Spergs are annoying as hell. Can never see the forest for the trees. It's all about the details with 'em. If
you're reading this Boscop, this includes you.

Edit: Boscop claims it wasn't him.

Glenbert • 3 points • 9 November, 2014 10:08 PM 

Annoying, but they literally can't help it. I personally fine them fascinating. They give me perspective
on the social skills I DO have.

I also like when they drop the red pill content in FB feed that I distance myself from.

MartialWay • 1 point • 10 November, 2014 06:05 AM 

This should be common sense - you do NOT talk about the red pill outside of the red pill.

It's like The First Rule of Fight Club! How can people not know this?

Ktigers • 3 points • 9 November, 2014 09:10 PM 

The whole system revolves around supply and demand.

Ceteris Parabus.

Alot of successful men around, the quality of women which a man can obtain is going to decrease.

infernalsatan • 7 points • 9 November, 2014 08:38 PM 

Only betas/blue pills need to announce their "red-pillness". True red-pill doesn't need to say anything about it,
their red-pillness will be expressed through their thought and actions.

I have seen screenshots of angry emails written by men when they were rejected by women online mentioning
red pill, I believe that they think the term "red pill" is a magical spell like abracadabra which will instantly make
women into liking them (or intimidate them into obeying him). And who else does it? Terrorists who yell Allahu
Akbar before they commit suicide bombing.

That's probably part of the reason why TRP gets a bad rep

ImALoneWolfBaby • 4 points • 9 November, 2014 09:08 PM 

Leaders do not need to say they are so to convince everyone they are.

yummyluckycharms • 2 points • 10 November, 2014 04:15 AM 

The level of BS in the responses is funny and alarming at the same time

First of all - red pillers are confident within themselves and dont seek external validation. They express
themselves and their ideas without fear and their strength comes from the conviction in their beliefs. They dont
go all chicken shit and run to the dark corners like cockroaches whenever someone questions them about their
red pill beliefs. To do so is incredibly beta and no one, I repeat no one, in the corporate world respects someone
who says one thing, but does another. The dichotomy always comes out, and then that person's credibility is
shot.

Are there going to be people that disagree with you - of course. Yet, I would rather have these people self
identify themselves before I start doing business with them. Furthermore, most rational people, treat the red
pill/blue pill debate like politics - conservative and liberals. Thus, even if they disagree with you, if you have
your facts with you, its hard for them not to respect your opinion. If they dont respect facts and if they are
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irrational, then good riddance - as again - why would you want to either do business or engage in social activities
with the mentally unbalanced?

This kids big mistake is posting his real information into the wild where he can't control people from creating
misinformation. This is the main drawback of the internet as most people who live on the net lack critical
thinking skills. In the real world, in your work or social life, most people who know the guy would just go up
and get the truth from the horses mouth.

[deleted] • 2 points • 10 November, 2014 12:22 AM 

Why are we warning the willingly stupid?

LineOfCoke • 1 point • 10 November, 2014 01:24 AM 

My little cousin posts RP shit on fb. I sent him a pm explaining why he should stop and he took my advice.

johnyann • 1 point • 10 November, 2014 03:40 AM 

A buddy of mine got Herpes from some russian chick he fucked through couchsurfing.

Just a massive waste of time.

rapreaper • -11 points • 9 November, 2014 07:38 PM 

"The first rule of fight club is that you do not talk about fight club".

TestosteroneFilled • 3 points • 10 November, 2014 10:08 AM 

Too bad it was the first rule so you learn to break the rules.
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